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Vowel Epenthesis in Early
Germanic Runic Inscriptions
Levi Damsma and Arjen Versloot (University of Amsterdam)

Abstract
A number of runic inscriptions from the entire Germanic area from between
A.D. 200 and 800 exhibit non-etymological, epenthetic vowels, such as
worahto for *worhto ‘did’. An analysis of all (likely) instances of epenthesis
in early Germanic languages shows that epenthesis developed only in clusters
involving /r/, /l/ or /n/.
Epenthesis was an optional feature of nearly every early Germanic dialect,
being most abundantly attested in southern Sweden. There is no statistically
significant evidence of an increase or decrease in the amount of epenthesis
during the period. A detailed analysis reveals two different phonological en
vi
ron
ments for epenthesis. Scandinavian attestations of epenthesis oc
cur
mostly in heterorganic consonant clusters, irrespective of their sonority se
quence, where epenthesis is a result of a transition in articulatory gestures. The
epenthetic vowels appear as a (or ᴀ) in Scandinavia. In inscriptions from south
ern Germany, however, epenthetic vowels are concentrated in clusters with a
marked sonority sequence, irrespective of their place of articulation. While the
epenthetic vowels in the inscriptions from Germany are either a or u, the few
potential instances of epenthesis in marked sonority sequences in Scandinavia
are rendered by vowels other than a. The epenthetic vowels in Anglo-Frisian
inscriptions resemble the Scandinavian type, but only partially.
Keywords: epenthesis, homorganic/heterorganic consonant clusters, marked/
unmarked phonological sequences, runic inscriptions, Early Runic, Continental
Runic, pre-Old High German, Scandinavian-Low German language contact

Introduction

M

any early runic inscriptions from all parts of the Germanic language
area show vowel epenthesis, i.e. the insertion of a non-etymological
vowel into a word. For instance, worahto is written for worhto on the
Damsma, Levi, and Arjen Versloot. “Vowel Epenthesis in Early Germanic Runic Inscriptions.”
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Tune runestone (KJ 72), and the Järsberg stone (KJ 70) has waritu for writu.
(Underlining is used to identify the epenthetic vowel or, in the absence of
epenthesis, the relevant consonant cluster; vowel length in normalised
forms is not marked.) Examples can also be observed outside Scandinavia,
such as aluwaluda for aluwalda on a comb found near Whitby, Yorkshire,
and gisali for gisli in an inscription from Pforzen in the south of Germany.
These forms containing epenthetic vowels occur alongside inscriptions
without epenthesis. For instance, many variant forms of the word ‘to
write’ are attested without epenthetic vowels in contrast with waritu
(Järsberg), such as writu (KJ 17a Eikeland) and wraet (KJ 144 Freilaubers
heim). While the existence of epenthetic vowels has certainly been noted
by runologists, a thorough examination has not as yet been undertaken. In
this study, we will attempt to answer the following questions:
• When and where do epenthetic vowels appear in runic writing?
• In which linguistic contexts do they appear?
• Which linguistic factors influence and govern the appearance of
epenthetic vowels?
For this research, we will limit ourselves to the Early Runic period, com
prising inscriptions up to and including the eighth century A.D., irrespective
of their origin, thus including the West Germanic runic inscriptions from
that period. This delimitation of “Early Runic” is wider than that in e.g.
Nielsen (2000, 31–33), where the term refers to Scandinavian inscriptions
from c. A.D. 200 to 500. Our dating is better compared with, for instance,
that of Wolfgang Krause, who dates the inscriptions he calls Urnordisch to
a period from the second to the eighth century A.D., with Späturnordisch
starting in the late sixth century (Krause 1971, 15 f.). We found no suitable
material for our database of inscriptions from before the third century
(see the “Method” section for an explanation of the basis of our database).
We use “Early Runic” also as a collective term for the various Germanic
languages represented in the inscriptions of the period.
Most runologists who discuss epenthesis provide only a rough outline
of its contexts and speculations about its linguistic implications, the key
question being: do these written vowels represent a spoken phenomenon
or are they merely a feature of runic writing? Krause (1971, 82–85) asserts
that runic vowel epenthesis served to simplify difficulties in pronunciation,
and that it was not phonologised. Epenthesis was not clearly regulated,
according to him. È. A. Makaev (1996 [1965], 51 f.) takes a different view
in assuming that runic epenthesis did not reflect the spoken language.
He considers it to be a phenomenon typical of the written forms of many
Futhark 6 (2015)
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ancient languages and explains the occurrence of certain words both with
and without epenthesis by postulating two different spelling traditions.
In a brief passage, Einar Haugen (1976, 120, with references) also claims
that instances of epenthesis were not pronounced, characterising it as
a purely written phenomenon of supporting vowels accompanying the
resonants /l, r, n/. Martin Findell, writing on Continental inscriptions
and referencing Hans Reutercrona (1920), distinguishes three different
types of epenthesis in Continental Early Runic (see below) which invite
comparison in that they all occur in clusters with a resonant /l, r, m, n/.
In contrast to Haugen, Findell implies that the epenthetic vowels were
pronounced by including them in his work on Phonological Evidence from
the Continental Runic Inscriptions (Findell 2012, 33 f.). To sum up, there is
little agreement on this subject amongst runologists. In this study, we will
argue that Early Runic epenthetic vowels reflect a phonetic reality but
that they had not been phonologised.
There are multiple general studies of vowel epenthesis. Two of these
which seem particularly relevant to this study are the works of Nancy Hall
(2003 and 2006) and Junko Itô (1989). Hall describes two different types of
“inserted vowels” (as she calls them). Our study will later demonstrate that
some of the characteristics of her inserted vowels are useful in predicting
the occurrence of epenthesis in runic inscriptions. Junko Itô describes
vowel epenthesis as a means of facilitating and enabling the syllabification
of words, and because her theory can be used to predict epenthesis, it
is worthwhile examining its relevance to runic inscriptions. As we will
show, the runic inscriptions pose some problems for Itô’s theory. A study
by Glyne Piggott (1995) is not used in our investigation, since his research
concerned the extent to which epenthetic vowels contribute to syllable
weight, which is not relevant to the present examination.
In the first section below, our database and research methods will
be explained. We will then introduce the major phonological concepts
employed in this paper before proceeding to examine the phonological
context of epenthesis, the geographical and temporal distribution of epen
thetic vowels, and the different epenthetic vowels used in inscriptions.
The linguistic theories of Nancy Hall and Junko Itô will be evaluated in
the following section. Using their theoretical concepts, we will formulate
a hypothesis of how the appearance of epenthesis in runic words can be
explained in phonological terms and in particular we will elaborate on
a typological difference that seems to exist between “Scandinavian” and
“German” epenthesis. We will henceforth use these two labels to refer
to groups of inscriptions that originate from present-day Scandinavia on
Futhark 6 (2015)
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the one hand, and present-day Germany, specifically southern Germany,
on the other. This is for practical purposes only, since such labelling is
obviously anachronistic.

Method
In this study, we will assume that epenthetic vowels were pronounced in
the Early Runic language. In this we follow Williams (1990, 10–14; 2010),
who has argued that one should read runic inscriptions as they are written,
hypothesising that writers of runes wrote as they spoke. Williams claims
that it is wrong to presume the existence of traditional runic spelling and
subsequently to characterise deviations from this norm as mistakes of the
writer. This is in essence a closed circle argument, since identification of
a misspelling can only be made by comparison with a norm which could
only have been constructed by examining the surviving body of runic
inscriptions and identifying atypical and unusual forms as misspellings or
otherwise defective. In the absence of a strong spelling tradition, carvers
must simply have made their own (unconscious) phonological analyses
and attempted to write accordingly. Therefore, we attach significance to
the “extra” vowels written in inscriptions and assume that they reflect
actual speech. This inference is supported by the fact that the distribution
of runic epenthesis follows clear phonological and phonetic constraints,
as will be shown in this study.
We assembled a database of all known instances of vowel epenthesis
from the Early Runic period for our study. These cases are not limited
to Nordic inscriptions, but include Continental (pre-)Old High German
and Anglo-Frisian writings as well. Because epenthesis is found over
the entire area, we feel it would be unjustifiable to restrict ourselves to
a smaller region. An a priori distinction between language forms from
Scandinavia and various forms of West Germanic is wisdom in hindsight,
and for most of the period studied in this article (with the exception of
some of the eighth-century Frisian inscriptions), would be anachronistic
(see e.g. Euler 2013, 53 f.).
The majority of the words found in our database have been compiled
from the online database of the Runenprojekt Kiel at Christian-AlbrechtsUniversität (www.runenprojekt.uni-kiel.de). All inscriptions in the older
futhark are listed in the Kiel database with readings and interpretations from
scholarly literature. The youngest inscriptions found in this database are
from the late eighth century, which has been selected as the upper limit for
our own database. Another important source for our database is Looijenga
Futhark 6 (2015)
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2003, which includes an overview of nearly all the runic inscriptions from
A.D. 150–700 (encompassing also Anglo-Frisian inscriptions not written
in the older futhark and thus omitted from the Kiel database). A few cases
of epenthesis were found in Findell 2012 (150 f., 240, 348 f.), of which we
have included those which Findell considers fairly certain. Lastly, one case
of epenthesis has been identified by Versloot in a new interpretation of
the Westeremden B inscription (forthcoming),1 and a recently discovered
inscription (Hogganvik, with epenthesis in erafaʀ) has been described by
Knirk (2011, 28 f.). Controversial instances of potential epenthesis have
been omitted from our list. After compiling the cases of epenthesis, we
supplemented the database by entering all readings from the Early Runic
sources that include an epenthesis-inducing context without showing an
epenthetic vowel. This context, which comprises a consonant cluster con
taining /r/, /l/ or /n/, will be described more thoroughly in the subsection
“Phono
logical con
text”. This contrasting subset is methodologically
important because a phe
nom
enon can be properly described only in
contrast to instances and contexts where it does not occur. In this way, all
our claims about the tendency to produce epenthesis in a specific region
or period are relative to the number of attested consonant clusters that
could potentially have produced epenthesis, thus minimising the danger
of distortion by differences in the density of attestations from different
places and periods (such as, for instance, inscription length). The appendix
contains an explanation of the database, including the literature from
which specific readings and interpretations have been compiled, as well as
the database itself in printed format.
The Kiel database lists different readings and interpretations of each in
scription taken from scholarly literature. We have used relevant clusters
and epenthetic vowels only if there was relative consensus on their
reading and interpretation. Where there was only one diverging opinion,
this did not prevent the inclusion of the relevant cluster or vowel in our
database. For instance, oṛte (KJ 71 By) has been read almost unanimously
as orte/oṛte (or as part of worte, which does not affect our analysis) — but
in one instance, u was identified rather than ṛ, leading to the somewhat
normalised interpretation hrōʀēʀō ūtē. In view of the relative consensus
on the reading oṛte/orte, this word has been included. Runenprojekt Kiel
Versloot has interpreted amluþ in Westeremden B as the 3rd person singular indicative
preterite tense of a reconstructed weak verb class 1 deriving from Proto-Germanic *amljan
‘to thrive (?)’, related to (late) Old Norse amla ‘to strain oneself’. After syncope of i in
*æmliþ, an epenthetic u could have been introduced to resolve the phonotactically difficult
consonant cluster *mlþ.
1
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arrives at its own “reading” (called simply “inscription”) by comparison of
all separate readings from the listed studies. One deviant reading which
contradicts a great many others that are in agreement can thus lead to a
certain rune being designated as uncertain, despite overwhelming con
sensus. Hence when listing the inscriptions in our database, we have tried
to take relative consensus amongst runologists into account instead of
blindly relying on the Kiel readings. The use of a corpus instead of indi
vidual scholarly works has the advantage of not forcing reliance on indi
vidual readings which could be idiosyncratic, and allowing quick compar
ison of all readings and easy recognition of relative consensus. We think
that by taking these precautions, we derive full benefit from the corpus
while simultaneously minimising its problems.
Some scholarly works distinguish between different kinds of epenthesis
(e.g. Findell 2012, 33 f.; Reutercrona 1920). Reutercrona, for example,
writing about Continental Germanic (Altdeutsch) until c. A.D. 1250, does
not include in his work the so-called westgermanische Sekundärvokale
(West Germanic secondary vowels): epenthesis that developed from a
syllabic (vowel-like) resonant after a consonant (Reutercrona 1920, xxvi f.).
We do not make such distinctions in this study, or at least not a priori.
We collected all the cases of epenthesis from the Early Runic corpus into
one dataset, and only then did we attempt to discover whether different
“types” could be discerned. If indeed different types of epenthesis exist,
this should be shown in the data: empirical evidence supersedes theory.
Another reason for studying the various manifestations of epenthesis
in combination is their fairly contemporaneous appearance in the data.
The optionality of all types of epenthesis suggests that the phenomenon
was a productive phonological process in the particular time-frame and so
should be examined in its entirety; some instances should not be excluded
because they were labelled differently by nineteenth- or twentieth-cen
tury historical linguists.
The data from our database has been used in an attempt to identify ten
dencies rather than hard rules. When researching runes, one must accept
that there is much uncertainty relating to the sources employed and that
many factors can distort the data. For instance, there is no certainty as to
whether a carver’s own speech was representative of the geographical
find-spot of the runic object. Similarly, we cannot always be certain that
an inscription was made where it was found. Such problems mean that the
researcher will rarely obtain absolute results from the data. Regardless of
this lack of clarity, it transpires that certain tendencies and patterns can be
identified in the source material. Another important reason for accepting
Futhark 6 (2015)
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variation in the data is that vowel epenthesis itself does not seem to have
been subject to a strict rule. Words with epenthetic vowels occur along
side similar (or identical) words without epenthesis, as a brief look at the
database shows. In order to determine what caused the insertion of epen
thetic vowels in Early Runic, we will look for factors which correlate with
the manifestation of epenthesis in a statistically significant way.
The danger of using a corpus with such small numbers as the runic
evidence is that distributional biases may merely result from chance and
therefore should not be interpreted as meaningful. We therefore applied
a basic statistical testing procedure, Fisher’s exact test, or Fisher’s Exact
Probability Test. This test can be applied to a 2 × 2 contingency table and
is particularly suited to smaller numbers. We used the calculator on the
“VassarStats” website. The test was used to define whether the relative
frequency of epenthesis differs significantly in two subsets of data, e.g.
subsets based on different regions, periods, phonological contexts etc.
When the probability (abbreviated “p”) that a bias in the data is the result
of mere chance is equal to or smaller than 5 % (p ≤ 0.05), we will state
that the contrast between the two subsets shows a statistically significant
effect on the (relative) number of epenthetic vowels in the two subsets.
Such a conclusion can subsequently be used to interpret these contrasts
e.g. in the light of phonological features or meaningful geographical divi
sions. We will always use the word significant(ly) to refer to this statistical
meaning of a correlation that with a high degree of probability should not
be attributed to chance but to a systematic relationship.

Theories of vowel epenthesis
Two sets of phonological concepts underpin the discussion of epenthesis:
• Homorganic versus heterorganic consonants: i.e. consonants with the
same or a different place of articulation respectively (e.g. coronal,
labial, velar); for example, /d, t, n, r/ are homorganic with each other
and heterorganic with e.g. /p, m, f/ or /k, g/.
• Marked versus unmarked sonority sequences. We use marked in
the sense of being cross-linguistically rare and counter to universal
trends in language (Hall 2006, 391). Languages tend to prefer sylla
bles with a sonority peak in the middle, with falling sonority out
wards in both directions towards the edge of the syllable. The hier
archy of sonority runs as follows: vowels > approximants (liquids,
semivowels) > nasals > fricatives > stops (e.g. draft has an unmarked
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sonority sequence and is an English word, but *rdatf is not). There is
a preference for falling sonority in clusters in the middle of a word
according to Vennemann’s Syllable Contact Law (Hall 2006, 408).
This would mean drafted is preferable to *dratfed, and that, cross-lin
guistically speaking, the hypothetical word arsa is preferable to *asra.
For a more detailed description of sonority and a possible model for a
hierarchy of sonority, see Selkirk 1984. The sonority hierarchy we use for
identifying marked sonority sequences is slightly less complex than Sel
kirk’s, which is only her working hypothesis.
Theories about the linguistic process of vowel epenthesis can help to
explain the factors which govern the appearance of epenthetic vowels in
Early Runic. We consider two specific theories which make explicit pre
dictions about the conditions for and the actual distribution of epenthetic
vowels: Hall 2003 and 2006, and Itô 1989.
Linguist Nancy Hall employs the theory of “articulatory phonology” by
Browman and Goldstein (1986). This theory builds on the concept of “ges
tures”: speech sounds are not seen as sequences of discrete building blocks,
but as movements of speech organs towards a point of constriction with
a time dimension (Hall 2006, 387–89, 404 f.). This movement, a gesture, is
visualised as an arching curve: it begins with an “onset”, reaches a “target”
position halfway up, has reached its absolute goal of articulation and high
point at the “centre”, releases this goal position at the “release” (mirroring
the “target”) and ends in an “offset”. It is important to realise that gestures
can overlap in articulatory phonology.
Hall distinguishes between two types of inserted vowels, which she
calls intrusive vowels and epenthetic vowels (2006, 389–92, 410–20). Hall’s
intrusive vowel has no gesture of its own and is a purely phonetic phe
nom
enon resulting from a gesture transition. When the articulatory
movements (i.e. gestures) of two consonants have little overlap, the speech
organs can reach a neutral position, producing a sound resembling a
schwa, if not influenced by the surrounding consonants or nearby vowels.
This inserted vowel is not phonologised.
Hall gives five characteristics of the intrusive vowel:
• The vowel is either a schwa, a copy of a nearby vowel (vowel harmony),
or is influenced by the place of articulation of nearby consonants.
• A vowel can only copy the quality of a nearby vowel over a resonant (i.e.
semivowels, such as [j] and [w]; liquids, such as [l] and [r]; and nasals)
or a guttural consonant (pharyngeal and glottal consonants, such as [h]).
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• The vowel occurs as a rule only in heterorganic clusters. These are
clusters in which the consonants are pronounced at different places
of articulation (e.g. coronal, labial, velar etc.). The articulation of
homorganic clusters (those with consonants sharing a place of artic
ulation) leaves less room for an intervening acoustic release.
• The intrusive vowel is usually optional, has variable length, and dis
appears in fast speech.
• The vowel does not serve as a means to repair marked consonant
clusters (i.e. those that run counter to universal trends). Intrusive
vowels can just as well occur in clusters that are linguistically un
problematic, hence unmarked.
Hall (2003, 26–29) describes a hierarchy of consonants that are likely
to trigger her intrusive vowels. This hierarchy is evident in different lan
guages around the world. The type of consonant that is most likely to
cause vowel intrusion is the guttural (a somewhat ambiguous term which
in Hall’s study seems to mean pharyngeal/glottal, i.e. articulated at the
throat or vocal folds), a tendency that is reflected in the predominantly
vocalic reflexes of Proto-Indo-European laryngeals (Clackson 2007, 59).
Such pharyngeal or glottal consonants had fallen out of existence in the
Germanic languages long before Early Runic. The liquid consonants ([r]and [l]-like sounds) are next in Hall’s hierarchy, while nasal consonants
and semivowels rank just below the liquids.
The second type of inserted vowel is termed by Hall simply “epenthesis”,
and it can be noted that the runic cases we describe as epenthesis in this
study often have more in common with Hall’s intrusive vowels. To avoid
any confusion, we therefore refer to Hall’s epenthesis as opposed to
intrusive vowels as “Hall’s epenthesis” or suchlike. Hall’s epenthesis is a
speech sound with its own gesture. It is phonological, unlike the intrusive
vowel. Hall (2006, 387, 391) gives four characteristics:
• The vowel can have a fixed quality, but can also be a copy of another
vowel.
• If the vowel is a copy, then there are no restrictions as to the type of
consonant over which copying takes place.
• The epenthetic vowel is pronounced regardless of speech tempo.
• The vowel repairs a marked consonant cluster.
Junko Itô’s (1989) theory is centred around the concept of word syllab
ification. Epenthesis, according to her, occurs in those situations where it
is impossible to syllabify a word according to the syllabification rules of
Futhark 6 (2015)
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the language. To support her argument, Itô gives examples from a wide
variety of languages, especially Ponapean (a Micronesian language) and
Asháninka (a Maipurean language). The rules that govern syllabification
differ from language to language, and different languages allow different
syllable structures. Itô nonetheless lists some basic rules and variables, of
which the following are of particular interest here:
• All phonological units must belong to a larger prosodic structure, the
syllable. This rule is termed prosodic licensing and actually explains
the very existence of epenthesis. If a sequence of phonological units
cannot be converted into larger prosodic structures (i.e. syllables),
epenthesis is required.
• However, one segment that cannot be syllabified is allowed at the
end of a word. This exception to the previous rule is termed extra
prosodicity, and the segment in question is extrametrical.
• Languages tend to prefer syllables with an onset (and sometimes de
mand them), while codas are never required in a language. This is the
onset principle.
• Sometimes languages prohibit syllables from ending with a conso
nant. This is called a coda filter. The only exceptions apply when a
consonant is a geminate, or homorganic with the following con
sonant. Itô explains this as follows: In these cases, the geminate or
homorganic cluster is connected to both the preceding and successive
syllable. The cluster is doubly linked, in Itô’s terms (1989, 217–28). Fol
lowing the extraprosodicity exception, such clusters can occur at the
ends of words as well. Judging from the examples that Itô gives, these
homorganic clusters comprise nasals followed by plosives (e.g. [mb]/
[mp], [nd]/[nt]); she in fact affirms that in these clusters, the first part
differs from the latter by being nasal (Itô 1989, 224, 226, 232, 234).
Both theories will be applied to the epenthetic examples in the runic
corpus in a separate phonological analysis which follows the next
section.

Phonological context,
geographical and chronological distribution
In this section, the actual phonological context of the occurrences of
epenthesis, as well as their spatial and temporal distribution, will be dis
cussed.
Futhark 6 (2015)
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Phonological context
Epenthesis occurs in clusters with the sonorants /r/, /l/ or /n/, in accor
dance with Einar Haugen’s (1976, 120) previously mentioned description
of the contexts for insertion. Of the thirty-eight cases of vowel epenthesis
in our database, thirty-six are in consonant clusters with /r/ or /l/. Two
other clusters have /n/ as their most resonant consonant. One instance
with /r/ is rendered by ʀ. This inscription, with hideʀ (KJ 96 Stentoften),
is traceable to *haidra with historic /r/. This spelling seems to reflect the
merger of the reflex of the Proto-Germanic (hereafter PGmc) /z/ with
the resonant /r/. According to Antonsen (2002, 305 f.), this merger had
occurred after apicals by the time the Stentoften inscription was written
in the seventh century. Even though Antonsen assumes uvular pronun
ciation (i.e. articulation in the back of the mouth) of the older /r/, we follow
Denton (2003) who concludes that /r/ was an apical coronal (i.e. articulated
with the tip of the tongue). This is in line with our data: /r/ behaves just
like apical /l/ in inducing epenthesis, producing different reactions with
homorganic (coronal) and heterorganic consonants (i.e. consonants with
the same or a different place of articulation respectively, the effect of
which on epenthesis will be discussed in detail in the “Analysis” section).
In the case of the Stentoften epenthesis, it is reasonable to assume that
this historical /r/ written ʀ was a coronal resonant and therefore should
be included amongst the cases written r in the database. (We have also
included non-epenthetic KJ 97 Björketorp hᴀidʀ in our database, which is
the same word in a closely related inscription.)
The occurrence of epenthetic vowels in clusters with /r/, /l/ and /n/
in Early Runic matches the preferred distribution of vowel intrusion as
described by Nancy Hall on the basis of other languages, with /r/ and /l/
as the favoured environments (thirty-six out of thirty-eight instances).
According to Hall, amongst nasals [n] is slightly more likely to cause vowel
intrusion. This too corresponds to the runic cases, with two instances of
epenthesis next to /n/, but none involving /m/.
The semivowels form a more problematic group. It is quite possible
that runic vowel epenthesis occurred in clusters with a semivowel as the
main resonant, but orthographic difficulties make this hard to confirm.
The spellings j and ij are almost interchangeable. According to Krause
(1971, 30 f., 84, 94 f.), ij tends to be written after heavy syllables and j after
light ones (which matches the older Germanic distribution according to
Sievers’s Law), but there are many exceptions. Krause sees a similarity to
the difference between j and ij in the variant spellings w and uw. For this
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reason, it is difficult to confirm whether, for example, suẉịma[n]de (KJ
101 Eggja) includes an actual epenthetic u or not. Therefore, we carefully
distinguish between this type of consonant cluster, which due to ortho
graphic difficulties is not included in our study, and the initial cluster wr,
where r (not w) is the main epenthesis-inducing resonant and we twice
find an epenthetic a (instead of an ambiguous u-spelling) in the runic
corpus.
In a comprehensive investigation, the form ᴀfatʀ (KJ 98 Istaby) requires
discussion. This form is often interpreted as including an epenthetic a
between two voiceless obstruents (see Runenprojekt Kiel database:
Istaby). Because epenthesis usually occurs in clusters with resonants, this
is so unexpected that it is tempting to regard it as a “mistake”: a (perhaps
unintended) reversal of the a- and t-rune (-taR > -atR). The spelling ᴀfatʀ
would then represent *ᴀftaʀ (= aftar, cf. hideʀ above), as Looijenga (2003,
181) prefers. Alternatively, ᴀfatʀ could be explained as the continuation
of the PGmc *aftra, in which case the epenthetic vowel would be between
t and ʀ (aftr > aftaR; Lloyd, Lühr and Springer 1988–, 1: 65 f.), which is far
less unexpected than epenthesis between f and t. Even so, we would still
need to presume a reversal of a and t (which might then be interpreted
as a miscarving). The words of Henrik Williams (see “Method” above)
encourage caution with such emendations. An interpretation as epenthesis
between f and t would constitute the single exception to otherwise fully
consistent phonological conditioning. An interpretation as epenthesis
between t and ʀ would presume a miscarving, which is a dispreferred
solution. For these reasons, we have excluded ᴀfatʀ from the database.
Geographical distribution
Runologists have not as yet attempted to identify any geographical pattern
in the distribution of Early Runic vowel epenthesis. Nonetheless, Makaev
(1996 [1965], 51 f.) and Krause (1971, 83 f.) identified certain inscriptions
and inscriptional groups as having more epenthesis than others, even
though they did not draw any geographical conclusions from this. Makaev
notes that the Björketorp-Stentoften group of runestones (Blekinge, now
Sweden, but part of medieval Denmark) shows an exceptionally large
number of epenthetic vowels. The fact that Makaev considers written
epenthetic vowels an orthographic feature of older writing systems rather
than an actual reflection of Early Runic pronunciation might explain why
he makes no further claims about the geographic significance of this large
concentration of epenthetic vowels. Krause likewise notes that some
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inscriptions show more epenthesis than others, viz. the Järsberg stone
(KJ 70, Värmland, Sweden); the Stentoften stone (KJ 96), the Björketorp
stone (KJ 97) and the Istaby stone (KJ 98; all three in Blekinge); and the
Kragehul lance shaft (KJ 27, Fyn, Denmark). In addition, he observes that
the long inscriptions on the Eggja stone (KJ 101, West Norway) and the
Rök stone (Östergötland, Ög 136) contain no epenthesis at all. (The Rök
stone falls just outside of the temporal scope of this study and is therefore
not included in the database.) Krause thus implicitly provides a rough
sketch of the geographical distribution of epenthesis in Scandinavia, with
a centre in the south of Scandinavia and a periphery of East Sweden and
West Norway, where epenthesis is rare. As we shall see, this accords well
with our data.
We have plotted all the instances with and without epenthesis from
our database on map 1. As can be seen, epenthesis is found in all parts
of Germanic Europe. Nevertheless, some regions have a higher rate of
epenthesis than others. Specifically, the south and southwest of what is
now Sweden have the highest rate of epenthesis in epenthesis-inducing
contexts. In this part of the south of Scandinavia, the tendency towards
vowel epenthesis seems to have been strongest. On the other hand, the
tendency towards epenthesis seems to have been weaker in Jutland and
large parts of Norway.
The inscriptions in the database have been categorised by region to allow
further examination of the role of epenthesis in different geographical
areas. These regions have been kept relatively small to allow detailed
comparisons. Most of these regions are fairly self-evident and are based on
the distribution of inscriptions and different types of epenthetic vowels on
the map, and historical, geographical and linguistic regions. KJ 80 Rävsal
(near present-day Göteborg) has been grouped with the East Norwegian
inscriptions in accordance with the historical boundary between Norway
and Sweden and because of the proximity of the other inscriptions near
the Oslo fjord area. The westernmost East Norwegian inscription is KJ
71 By. The easternmost West Norwegian one is the Hogganvik stone.
KJ 166 Bezenye B has been grouped with the inscriptions from presentday Germany for linguistic reasons, despite its find-site being in northwestern Hungary, close to the current Austrian border. This inscription
is considered to be Langobardic, presumably an Old High German dialect
(Runenprojekt Kiel database; Price 1998, 285).
Table 1 shows the percentage of instances of epenthesis in all potentially
epen
thesis-inducing contexts per region. South Sweden and Värm
land (West Sweden) clearly have the highest percentage of epenthetic
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<a>-epenthesis
<e>-epenthesis
<i>-epenthesis
<o>-epenthesis
<u>-epenthesis
no-epenthesis

Map 1. The spread of Early Runic inscriptions with epenthesis as well as complementary
instances without epenthesis in similar phonological contexts. Words containing consonant
clusters with /r/, /l/ or /n/ without epenthesis are shown in white. The instances with <e>,
<i> and <o> (five in total) are rendered with the same pattern. Circle size is proportional
to the number of entries in the database. Each circle represents inscriptions from one
location, the only exception being the large circle in the Swedish region of Blekinge, where
the stones of Stentoften (KJ 96), Björketorp (KJ 97), Istaby (KJ 98) and Gummarp (KJ 95) are
aggregated in one circle.
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Table 1. Epenthesis and no epenthesis in an epenthesis-inducing context, by region

Region

No epenthesis

Epenthesis

Total

% epenthesis

Värmland

0

3

3

100 %

South Sweden

7

20

27

74 %

Anglo-Frisia

5

4

9

44 %

Danish Isles

5

2

7

29 %

East Norway

10

2

12

17 %

Germany

21

4

25

16 %

West Norway

18

3

21

14 %

Jutland

12

0

12

0%

Svealand

2

0

2

0%

Trøndelag

5

0

5

0%

85

38

123

31 %

Total

vowels. The number of instances of epenthesis versus no epenthesis in
an epenthesis-inducing context (hereafter termed simply no epenthesis) is
significantly higher in the south of Sweden than in the rest of the regions
combined (Fisher’s exact test in a 2 × 2 contingency table: p-value < 0.01,
see table 2). The same holds true for Värmland, where three of the thirtyeight instances of epenthesis are found, but none of no epenthesis, giving
a p-value of 0.03. On the other hand, the twelve words with no epenthesis
in epenthesis-inducing contexts and none featuring epenthesis in Jutland
show that this region was in a statistically significant way less inclined
towards epenthesis (p = 0.02). The other regions do not show any statis
tically significant deviation from the overall trend of epenthesis.
Moreover, the quality of the various vowels involved in epenthesis
varies according to region. In a large part of Scandinavia, nearly all in
stances of epenthesis are expressed via a (for simplicity we have combined
this with ᴀ). This region, which will be referred to as the “a-region”, con
sists of Värmland, South Sweden, the Danish Isles and East Norway.
Its geographical core is South Sweden, the region where epenthesis is
most frequent. There are only four exceptions: hᴀborumʀ, hideʀ, hederᴀ
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Table 2. 2 × 2 contingency table of epenthesis in South Sweden

P < 0.001
Epenthesis
No epenthesis

South Sweden

All other regions

20

18

7

78

(KJ 96 Stentoften) and hᴀiderᴀ (KJ 97 Björketorp). These exceptions are
not coincidental. The four epenthetic vowels all occur in clusters with
a marked sonority sequence. As shown in table 3, a marked sonority
sequence is relatively rare in our database for the a-region.
Table 3 shows a significant contrast in the choice of vowel quality in
the a-region according to sonority sequence (p < 0.01). In line with Hall’s
description, we distinguish two types of epenthesis: one that repairs
marked sonority sequences, i.e. Hall’s epenthetic vowel, which will prove
common in inscriptions from present-day Germany, and the predom
inantly Scandinavian non-repairing type, Hall’s intrusive vowel. Even
though we cannot provide an exact explanation of why different vowels
were used, this could suggest that the two different types of epenthesis
were clearly distinct in the Early Runic language of Scandinavia. Outside
the a-region, more variation in the quality of the epenthetic vowel occurs.
Chronological distribution
Following this examination of the phonological context and regional
distribution of epenthesis, we now turn to its chronological distribution.
The dating of inscriptions in our database has chiefly been based on the
archaeological datings in the Kiel database, complemented by datings from
Krause 1971, 139–76, and Looijenga 2003. The dating of Westeremden B
is from Seebold 1990, 412, and the Hogganvik stone found in 2009 was
dated by Knirk (2011, 30 f.). In cases where the date covers a time period,
the median year has been used. Dating the Early Runic inscriptions is
notoriously difficult, and we can never have complete confidence in any
particular dating. For this reason we will group these datings into much
larger periods for our statistical tests.
Lisbeth Imer has recently attempted to use rune typology to date the
oldest runic monuments from Scandinavia (up to A.D. 560/570; Imer
2011). Although her work was consulted for this study, its datings have
not been employed. Imer dates only a small number of the inscriptions in
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Table 3. 2 × 2 contingency table of the epenthetic vowel quality and consonant cluster
sonority sequence in epenthesis from the a-region

P = 0.002
Epenthesis is <a> in a-region
Epenthesis is not <a> in a-region

Unmarked
sonority sequence

Marked
sonority sequence

20

3

0

4

our database. Various inscriptions which are exceptionally rich in epen
thesis do not fall within the time frame of her study (e.g. KJ 98 Istaby,
KJ 96 Stentoften, KJ 97 Björketorp), and nor does she date Continental
and Anglo-Frisian inscriptions. Because Imer in many cases uses a
fairly early terminus post quem, the application of median years of her
datings together with datings from other sources would influence not
just our absolute datings, but also the relative chronology. We did, how
ever, undertake some preliminary tests utilising her datings, and these
indicated that their use would not lead to overall results different from
those presented below (i.e. they show no statistically significant chrono
logical differences in the distribution of epenthesis). Imer’s revised pub
lication of her unpublished dissertation from 2007 appeared too late
(2015a, 2015b) for consultation.
Makaev (1996 [1965], 21, 51) asserts that the number of epenthetic in
scriptions rose in the “transitional period”, which he dates from 500 to
700. This is indeed the impression gained when only the absolute num
bers of epenthetic instances (table 4) are considered. The inscriptions
from the sixth century or later show significantly more epenthesis than
the older inscriptions (p = 0.02). However, further analysis reveals that a
particular region, rather than a particular time period, has significantly
more epenthesis. Twenty of the thirty-one instances with epenthesis in
the period after 500 are from the Blekinge stones, which lie right in the
geographical “centre” of epenthesis. These stones, KJ 95 Gummarp, KJ 96
Stentoften, KJ 97 Björketorp and KJ 98 Istaby, are all dated to the seventh
century. If the same statistical test is performed with no South Swedish
inscriptions, there are no longer significantly more instances of epen
thesis after 500 than before (eleven after, seven before, as against fortytwo without epenthesis after and thirty-four before, resulting in p = 0.79).
Krause (1971, 83 f.) alleges that there are no inscriptions with vowel epen
thesis before the early fifth century. Even though he acknowledges that
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Table 4. 2 × 2 contingency table of epenthesis before and after A.D. 500

P = 0.022
Epenthesis
No epenthesis

≤ 499

≥ 500

7

31

34

49

this could be due to the paucity of inscriptions, he nonetheless considers
A.D. 400 a relevant boundary, noting in this regard the inscription talgidai
on the Nøvling fibula (KJ 13a). Krause dates this brooch to around 200, and
asserts that if epenthesis had already been a feature of the language by
that time, one would expect an epenthetic vowel between l and g. How
ever, Krause ignores the fact that epenthesis was merely optional. The
majority of epenthesis-inducing contexts produce no epenthetic vowels
at all, so this one form cannot provide a valid argument for any temporal
demarcation. Furthermore, because of the earlier dating of KJ 72 Tune in
the Kiel database to 200–400, in contrast to Krause’s c. 400 (Krause 1971,
169), and the recent find of the Hogganvik stone from c. 375, our database
includes three cases of epenthesis from before the year 400. Testing this
boundary of 400 statistically in a 2 × 2 contingency table in the same way
as was done for the other time periods above (again omitting the south of
Sweden in order not to distort the results with a geographical bias), the
400 boundary proves to be statistically insignificant (three examples of
epenthesis before, fifteen after, against eighteen of no epenthesis before
and fifty-eight after, resulting in p = 0.56). Even the absence of epenthesis
before 300 is not statistically significant (again without South Sweden;
none with epenthesis before and eighteen examples after, nine with no
epenthesis before and sixty-six after, giving p = 0.20). Since there are only
nine inscriptions before 300 with epenthesis-inducing contexts, it is quite
possible that epenthesis did occur in this early period but that we simply
do not have enough inscriptions to provide a recorded occurrence.

Phonological Analysis
In this section, the two theories of epenthesis outlined above will be
applied to the results of our examination of runic epenthesis in order to
evaluate what such theories can contribute to our understanding of this
phenomenon in runic inscriptions, and perhaps further to test whether an
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examination of runic inscriptions requires either or both of the theories
to be modified or qualified.
Itô and syllabification
Junko Itô’s theory can be used to examine whether runic epenthesis re
sults from problems with syllabification. This seems not to be the case.
To apply Itô’s theory to an actual language, all the syllable structures and
variables that the language uses for syllabification need to be understood.
This requires a good deal of research that extends beyond the scope of this
study. It is not our intention to give an in-depth analysis of Itô’s theory,
but rather to use her concepts to determine whether runic epenthesis can
be explained by processes of syllabification. We will therefore generalise a
little as regards syllabification rules and will examine whether consonant
clusters can be incorporated into the syllable structure using a relatively
basic set of constraints. In the database, we have for each inscription
specified whether the word is syllabifiable or not according to these
rules. We assume a tendency towards syllables consisting of a consonant
followed by a vowel (in linguistic scholarly notation CV) based on the
fact that languages prefer and sometimes demand onsets while never
requiring codas (the onset principle) and the fact that some languages
prohibit codas (the coda filter). Homorganic nasal + plosive clusters are, as
mentioned earlier, an exception to the coda filter and can also occur at the
end of words (extraprosodicity). However, we do not have homorganic
nasal + plosive clusters in our database (with or without epenthesis), so
this implies that all our clusters are necessarily unsyllabifiable (because all
consonant clusters deviate by definition from the CV-pattern). Therefore,
in order to be able to distinguish between clusters whose syllabification
involves varying degrees of difficulty, we have also considered syllabifiable
intervocalic clusters with only two consonants (for example: nᴀhli, KJ 18
Strand; gisali, Pforzen, with epenthesis). These will be syllabified partly
to the left and partly to the right, leading to syllables without clusters.
Clusters with more than two consonants, and those at the beginning or
end of words, have been considered not syllabifiable (e.g. dohtriʀ, KJ 72
Tune; hlaiwa, KJ 78 Bø; birg, Oettingen; bᴀriutiþ, KJ 96 Stentoften, with
epenthesis). Adding a level of syllabifiableness to all our database entries
leads to the distribution shown in table 5. This distribution shows no
statistically significant correlation between epenthesis and syllabifiable
ness. Epenthesis does not occur significantly more often in the clusters
that are hardest to syllabify. Since we allow one consonant in the coda,
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Table 5. 2 × 2 contingency table of epenthesis in syllabifiable and unsyllabifiable consonant
clusters

P = 0.432

Not syllabifiable

Syllabifiable

Epenthesis

14

24

No epenthesis

39

46

one could also invoke extraprosodicity to consider final clusters with two
consonants syllabifiable (in our database: nine instances, two with epen
thesis). Doing this does not change the significance or insignificance of
the statistical results in this paragraph.
Since there is a difference between Scandinavian and “German” runic
epenthesis, as will be explained later in this section, one could assume that
these regions differ as regards the relation between epenthesis and syllab
ification. This is not the case, however. When performing the same sta
tistical tests for the German and for the Scandinavian area of epenthesis
(West Norway plus the “a-region” consisting of the Danish Isles, South
Sweden, Värmland and East Norway), the results are respectively p = 1
(two nonsyllabifiable and two syllabifiable with epenthesis, respectively
twelve and nine without) and p = 0.47 (eleven nonsyllabifiable and nine
teen syllabifiable with epenthesis, nineteen and twenty-one without).
Junko Itô’s theory of epenthesis proves to be of little use to the runic
language. Although it seems to work for languages such as Asháninka
and Ponapean, it appears not to have much relevance for the older runic
inscriptions, which weakens its universal implications.
Hall and inserted vowels
Hall’s theory is better able to explain runic epenthetic vowels, most of
which follow the pattern of Hall’s intrusive vowels. The epenthetic vowels
in the pre-Old High German inscriptions are an exception, however. As
will be seen, they are found in contexts different from the ones for most
of the other Early Runic epenthetic vowels. This will be illustrated by
comparing the characteristics of Hall’s two types of inserted vowels with
the runic evidence.
In the first place, the consonantal context of epenthesis in our data set
fits Hall’s hierarchy of consonants: all instances appear with /r/, /l/ and /n/.
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Hall’s intrusive vowel is supposed to show among other characteristics
the following features:
• the vowel usually occurs in heterorganic clusters, i.e. consonants
with different places of articulation;
• the vowel does not serve to repair a consonant cluster with a marked
sonority sequence;
• the vowel is optional, hence is not phonologised, and disappears in
fast speech.
The vowels which Hall includes under the label “epenthesis” have among
other characteristics the following features:
• the vowel repairs a marked consonant cluster;
• the vowel is pronounced regardless of speech tempo, hence is
phonologised.
Hall’s conclusions about vowel quality do not permit clear predictions.
One of the characteristics of intrusive vowels is that they usually occur
in heterorganic clusters. Nevertheless, in our database as a whole, there is
no significant correlation between epenthesis and heterorganic clusters;
twenty-nine of the thirty-eight instances of epenthesis occur in heteror
ganic clusters, and fifty-three of the eighty-five instances of no epenthesis
are in heterorganic clusters (p = 0.15). This is because Scandinavia and the
area that roughly corresponds to present-day Germany show contrasting
patterns on this point. Three out of four German instances of epenthetic
vowels occur in homorganic clusters: þuruþhild (KJ 141 Friedberg),
madali (KJ 172 Bad Ems), gisali (Pforzen), segun (KJ 166 Bezenye B).
Of the remaining twenty-one German clusters without epenthesis, only
seven are homorganic. Despite this bias, there is no correlation between
epenthesis and the homo-/heterorganity of the consonant cluster in the
German area (p = 0.27). Note that we have grouped together the coronals,
so /n/, /r/, /l/, /t/, /d/, /þ/ and /s/ are homorganic, but if one considers [θr]
(= þr) heterorganic, as Findell does (2012, 317), the point still remains that
epenthesis does not show a positive correlation with heterorganity here.
The non-German inscriptions, on the other hand, tend to prefer epenthesis
in heterorganic clusters (p = 0.04), in accordance with Hall’s intrusive
vowel. Examples include hᴀþuwulᴀfᴀ (KJ 95 Gummarp) and haraʀaʀ (KJ
92 Eidsvåg). Twenty-eight of the thirty-four instances of epenthesis occur
in heterorganic clusters, whereas thirty-nine of the sixty-four instances
of no epenthesis are in such clusters. The correlation between epenthesis
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and heterorganic clusters is also statistically significant when we consider
the entire a-region (p = 0.01) or only South Sweden (p = 0.01). Twentythree of the twenty-seven instances of epenthesis in the a-region are in
heterorganic clusters, whereas there is an equal number of examples of
no epenthesis, eleven, in heterorganic and homorganic clusters there.
In South Sweden seventeen of twenty instances of epenthesis are in
heterorganic clusters, and two of seven without epenthesis occur in
the same clusters. Interestingly, calculation of the correlation between
epenthesis and heterorganic clusters in the area outside Germany and the
a-region (omitting both) shows no statistically significant link between
epenthesis and heterorganic clusters: five of seven instances of epenthesis
occur in heterorganic clusters, while twenty-eight of forty-two examples
without epenthesis are in heterorganic clusters (p = 1).
Another characteristic of Hall’s intrusive vowel (2006, 391) is that it
does not serve to facilitate the pronunciation of difficult (i.e. marked)
consonant clusters. In order to analyse this feature, the database clusters
were divided into a marked and an unmarked group following a twostep procedure. First, all inscriptions in the database were categorised
according to whether the relevant cluster was in the initial or medial/final
position. A few compounds in our database have the relevant cluster at
the boundary of the two compound elements. In these cases, the separate
lexical elements were treated as distinct words because of their stresscarrying potential. An example is wita[n]dahalaiban (KJ 72 Tune), where
hal with epenthetic a was regarded as an initial cluster. In a small number
of cases this distinction was not possible. These are consonant clusters of
which the first consonant is part of the first element and the second con
sonant part of the second: an example is KJ 101 Eggja bormoþᴀ. These
clusters have been treated as medial. After this first step, the sonority se
quence was examined for all clusters (rising, falling or level). These two
factors in combination allow one to determine whether or not a consonant
cluster has a marked sonority sequence. The results can be found in our
database. Clusters with a level sonority, neither rising nor falling, were
considered unproblematic and unmarked.
Simplifying Selkirk’s (1984) hierarchy somewhat, we have grouped
together the liquids and semivowels as roughly equally sonorous. A major
reason for this is the observation that initial wr behaves like an unmarked
sonority sequence in our data. The cluster fails to produce epenthesis in
all four “German” cases (which would run counter to the trend there if we
regard them as marked, see later in this section). Moreover, it produces
a-epenthesis in the Scandinavian a-region (which is usually linked with
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unmarked sonority sequences there, see table 3). Thus circumstantial
evidence leads us to conclude that wr is an unmarked cluster in terms of
sonority sequence for the purpose of our analysis.
Having sorted our database entries by cluster sonority sequence, we
can examine the relationship between epenthesis and marked sonority
sequences. Once again a difference arises between “German” and “Scan
dinavian” epenthesis. Like the heterorganity of the consonant cluster, the
sonority sequence of the cluster shows no statistically significant corre
lation with epenthesis in the Early Runic area as a whole; twenty-eight
of the thirty-eight instances of epenthesis are in unmarked sonority se
quences, while sixty-eight of the eighty-five examples without epen
thesis are in such sequences (p = 0.48). As we would expect from Hall’s
intrusive vowels, the same holds true of the south of Sweden (p = 1),
the entire a-region (South Sweden, Danish Isles, East Norway and Värm
land, p = 1), and all of the Early Runic areas outside the German region
(p = 0.80). For South Sweden, sixteen of twenty instances of epenthesis
occur in unmarked sonority sequences, as against six of seven without.
For the a-region, the figures are twenty of twenty-seven and seventeen
of twenty-two, whereas outside Germany, they are twenty-seven of
thirty-four and forty-nine of sixty-four. These high p-values leave little
doubt that epenthesis does not serve to break up marked clusters in these
regions. In contrast, German epenthesis occurs significantly more often
in clusters with a marked sonority sequence (p = 0.02). Three of the four
epenthetic cases are in marked clusters, while nineteen of the twenty-one
epenthesis-inducing clusters without epenthesis have an unmarked so
nority sequence.
Some possible cases of epenthesis from the German area are described
in Findell 2012 but not included in our database. For some, Findell
gives alternative non-epenthetic explanations: hamale (Neudingen/
Baar; Findell 2012, 230), logaþore (KJ 151 Nordendorf I; Findell 2012,
50, 128 f., 270), imuba (Neudingen/Baar; Findell 2012, 127, 150 f., 189),
ịgal (Hohenstadt; Findell 2012, 228, 240) elahu (if this is how we should
interpret ịṭahu, Pforzen; Findell 2012, 233, 240). Furthermore, þonar
(KJ 151 Nordendorf I; Findell 2012, 231, 240) may originate from PGmc
*þunara-, not *þunraz as Findell claims (Philippa et al. 2010 [2003–09]
gives PGmc *þunar- for the lemma donderdag ‘Thursday’, *þunr- for
donder ‘thunder’; Kroonen 2013, 538, gives both *þunar- and *þunr- as sub
sequent early Germanic language stages). While it is unlikely that all of
these inscriptions are attestations of real epenthetic vowels, it is probable
that at least some are. Three of the six cases are in marked sonority se
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quences. Adding all of these six inscriptions to our statistical tests makes
the correlation of German epenthesis with marked sonority sequences,
which is already quite strong, even stronger. The inclusion of these six
additional items would pose no problem to the absence of a correlation
between heterorganity and epenthesis. The strong correlation between
the markedness of the sonority sequence and epenthesis suggests that
potential “epenthetic” vowels in unmarked sequences are thus less likely
to be real instances of epenthesis.
From the previous discussion, we can conclude that there is a positive
correlation between epenthesis and the heterorganity of the clustered con
sonants and a lack of correlation with the markedness of the consonant
sequence in Scandinavia. These features comply with those of Hall’s in
trusive vowel. The German instances show the opposite: no correlation
between epenthesis and the heterorganity of the consonants in the cluster
and a positive correlation with the markedness of the consonant se
quence, complying with Hall’s epenthetic vowel. For the other regions,
no correlations could be established.
The northern, Scandinavian group with epenthesis also shows compat
ibility with another characteristic of Hall’s intrusive vowel: optionality.
Only a minority of the instances from Scandinavia containing a heter
organic consonant sequence (sixty-two items) does in fact contain an
epenthetic vowel (twenty-six items). There is no single time period or
region within the scope of this study where every available epenthesisinducing context leads to an actual epenthetic vowel. Even in the south of
Sweden, there are words where epenthesis could occur that do not show
epenthesis.
We turn finally to the aspect of vowel quality in the Scandinavian
instances of epenthesis (= Hall’s intrusive vowel). In the Scandinavian
inscriptions, a is the dominant variant (twenty-four out of twenty-six
instances) for the cases of epenthesis that follow the pattern of the in
trusive vowel. We do not know whether this a represented an [a]-like
sound or a more central one. A schwa would of necessity be represented
by another vowel character, since Early Runic does not have a schwa
grapheme. No copying, vowel harmony or consonantal influence patterns
are (statistically) discernible. Although one might incline to give ad
hoc explanations of this kind for individual inscriptions (such as vowel
copying in harabanaʀ, KJ 70 Järsberg, or a rounding influence of [b] and/
or [u] in hᴀborumʀ, KJ 96 Stentoften), there are several counterexamples
(no vowel copying in waritu, also KJ 70 Järsberg; no rounding next to [b]
and [u] in bᴀrutʀ, KJ 97 Björketorp).
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At this point we would also like to reiterate an observation made in
the “Geographical distribution” subsection, namely that epenthesis in
marked sonority sequences in the a-region has significantly more often
a vowel other than a. All four non-a epenthetic vowels from this region
occur in clusters with marked sonority sequences (which are a minority
of seven against twenty in the a-region). These cases of epenthesis are
hᴀborumʀ, hideʀ, hederᴀ (all three KJ 96 Stentoften) and hᴀiderᴀ (KJ 97
Björketorp). Also atypical for this region is the fact that three quarters
of these non-a clusters are homorganic rather than heterorganic. These
factors constitute additional reasons to consider the dominant Scandi
navian intrusive-vowel-like epenthesis as distinctly separate from the
sonority-sequence-repairing epenthesis which is dominant in Germany.
These four Scandinavian forms have often been interpreted as epenthetic
by runologists and would then have more in common with Hall’s epen
thetic vowel (Runenprojekt Kiel database: interpretations to an inscrip
tion; Looijenga 2003, 178, 182 f.; Antonsen 2002, 303, 305, 308). There are,
however, potential non-epenthetic explanations for some of these cases.
The form hideʀ may continue an s-stem *haidez/haidaz (Lloyd, Lühr and
Springer 1988–, 4: 913) instead of *haidra (Looijenga 2003, 178). Instead of
continuing a PGmc *hidran (Antonsen 2002, 308), the “epenthetic” vowels
in hederᴀ and hᴀiderᴀ could perhaps be explained from PGmc *hi- with
the Proto-Indo-European suffix *-tero-, as in PGmc *niþera- ‘down’ and
*after(i) ‘behind’ (cf. Kroonen 2013, 3, 391). If one accepts these alternative
etymologies of the atypical cases in Scandinavia, they would of course
only reinforce the dominant pattern there of non-repairing epenthesis in
heterorganic clusters.
While the Scandinavian type of epenthesis clearly matches Hall’s nonphonologised intrusive vowels, the German type does not fully correspond
to Hall’s other type of inserted vowel, the phonologised “epenthesis”.
The four epenthetic words from the German area are madali, gisali,
þuruþhild, and segun. German epenthetic vowels resemble Hall’s epen
thesis by tending to repair marked consonant clusters (three of four), but
they still seem to be just as optional as the Scandinavian intrusive vowels,
judging by the existence of similar contexts without epenthetic vowels.
For instance, in the same inscription as epenthetic gisali, one finds nonepenthetic aodli[n]þ (Pforzen) with a marked consonant cluster. The
“German rule” that epenthesis appears in marked consonant clusters
correctly predicts the presence of epenthesis in marked consonant
clusters with /r/, /l/ or /n/ in 60 % of the five relevant instances from
Germany. In comparison, the “Scandinavian rule” that epenthesis appears
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in heterorganic consonant clusters correctly predicts the presence of
epenthesis in heterorganic consonant clusters with /r/, /l/ or /n/ in 42 % of
the sixty-two relevant instances from Scandinavia. The contrast between
60 % and 42 % is not statistically significant. This optionality gives us good
reason to believe that the “German” epenthesis was not phonologised,
just as with the rest of Early Runic epenthesis.
If there are two different types of runic epenthesis centred in Scandinavia
and in the German area, how then do the more peripheral regions fit into
this picture? These peripheral regions with epenthesis are West Norway
and the Anglo-Frisian region. The three instances from West Norway
with epenthetic vowels, haraʀaʀ, erafaʀ and worumalaib[a/aʀ], have
epenthesis in a heterorganic cluster with an unmarked sonority sequence,
which corresponds with the tendencies in the rest of Scandinavia. AngloFrisian epenthesis cannot be clearly linked to either of the two types
of epenthesis, the “Scandinavian” or the “German”. The cases of epen
thesis from this region are distributed fairly evenly over homorganic and
heterorganic clusters (with epenthesis, two each, without epenthesis,
three heterorganic and two homorganic, and thus p = 1), which seems
to point to the type of epenthesis found in the German area. However,
because the number of epenthetic Anglo-Frisian inscriptions is so small,
the distribution of epenthesis in homorganic and heterorganic clusters in
this region does not differ in a statistically significant way from the heter
organic-preferring pattern in the a-region (Anglo-Frisian: epenthesis in
two instances in each category, the a-region with twenty-three of twentyseven in heterorganic clusters, resulting in p = 0.16). It is equally likely
to be of the Scandinavian type, as Anglo-Frisian epenthesis is found only
in clusters that have an unmarked sonority sequence, which is more in
accordance with the Scandinavian model where sonority does not have
a strong influence on the occurrence of epenthesis. All this makes classi
fication of epenthesis in the Anglo-Frisian region problematic.

German and Scandinavian epenthesis
in later language stages
Although German epenthesis does not seem to have been phonologised in
the sense of Hall’s epenthesis during the Early Runic period, it would later
undergo phonologisation. While Scandinavian epenthesis in heterorganic
clusters disappeared or at least remained non-dominant during the Middle
Ages, the German epenthetic forms evolved from optional to dominant.
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At some period in the Middle Ages then, the German area phonologised
the epenthetic vowels in marked consonant clusters, while Scandinavian
languages generally kept the marked sonority sequences intact. Only
after around 1250 did a new wave of Scandinavian epenthesis in marked
clusters reunite the two languages on this point. We will elaborate on
these points in the rest of this section.
The runic epenthetic vowels that still seem familiar today are those
that are placed within clusters with a marked sonority order. Unmarked
clusters, which showed epenthesis in forms such as -wolafʀ (KJ 96
Stentoften), helipæ (Whitby I) and barutʀ (KJ 97 ), are nowadays known
in their unepenthesised forms: English wolf and help, Swedish ulv, hjälpe
and bryter. Note that speakers of Dutch regularly pronounce such words
with an epenthetic vowel: wolf [ʋoləf], help [hɛləp] (but not in e.g.
breekt *[bəre.ikt]). The epenthetic vowels in marked sonority sequences
have, however, become the norm in many modern Germanic languages.
This is illustrated by all the instances in our dataset with epenthesis in
marked clusters shown in table 6 with various modern descendants. We
do not assert that these modern realisations with epenthesis descend
directly from Early Runic epenthesis. The table shows that this type of
epenthesis (regardless of when the process took place) was able to become
the dominant, phonologised form in later language stages. The North
Germanic and West Germanic epenthetic vowels are the result of similar
but chronologically independent processes, as will be explained below.
Table 6 illustrates the epenthetic vowel that has become the norm
in all these marked clusters. In contrast, the only “German” epenthetic
vowel in an unmarked cluster, þuruþhild, cannot be linked to any modern
form with epenthesis. This word, based on the PGmc *þrūþi- ‘strength’,
is possibly attested in Old High German without epenthesis in the name
Drūdhilt. We know of no certain current forms (Looijenga 2003, 241 f.;
Kroonen 2013, 548).
Both the “German” and Scandinavian marked clusters developed a dom
inant form with epenthesis over the centuries, but in the case of Scandinavia
this was clearly a later development. Einar Haugen (1976, 206) describes
how this type of epenthesis (in clusters ending with a resonant: /r/, /l/ or
/n/) arose between A.D. 1200 and 1300 in mainland Scandinavia (and spo
radically before 1200 in Old Danish). Before this new Scandinavian epen
thesis developed, the older Scandinavian tendency towards epenthesis in
heterorganic consonant clusters declined or at the very least remained
non-dominant. At the same time, “German” epenthesis was preserved and
became the common form in West Germanic. To illustrate this, the same
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Table 6. Early Runic words with epenthetic vowels in marked sonority sequences, their
etymological origin, and later realisations of these etymons in various North and West
Germanic languages
Identification of the etymological origin of individual words and their later realisations is
based on the following works: madali: Looijenga 2003, 228, Philippa et al, 2010 [2003–09],
Kroonen 2013, 358 f., de Vries 1962, 376; gisali and a[n]sugisalas: Antonsen 2002, 231,
Looijenga 2003, 265, Kroonen 2013, 179; segun: Looijenga 2003, 231, Philippa et al. 2010
[2003–09]; harabanaʀ: Looijenga 2003, 331, Kroonen 2013, 240; hᴀborumʀ: Antonsen
2002, 303, Kroonen 2013, 197 f.; hederᴀ and hᴀiderᴀ: Antonsen 2002, 308, Looijenga 2003,
178, 183; hideʀ: Antonsen 2002, 305, Looijenga 2003, 178, 182, Kroonen 2013, 200, de Vries
1962, 217; hagala: Krause 1971, 152 f., Antonsen 2002, 231, Kroonen 2013, 199.

Early Runic

Etymological origin

Later realisations

madali

PGmc: *maþla‘meeting place’

Swedish/Norwegian/Danish: mål
Dutch: gemaal
Cf. with the medial consonant intact:
Old High German: madal (also mahal)
Old English: mæðel

gisali,
a[n]sugisalas

PGmc: *gīsla‘hostage’

Dutch: gijzel(aar)
German: Geisel
Danish: gidsel [gisəl]

segun

Latin: signare
‘to (give a) sign’

Dutch: zegen; German: Segen

harabanaʀ

PGmc: *hrabna- ‘raven’ English: raven

hᴀborumʀ

PGmc: *haƀra-/hafra‘billy goat’

hederᴀ/hᴀiderᴀ PGmc: *hidran ‘here’

German: Habergeiß
English: hither

hideʀ

PGmc: *haidra- ‘light’

German: heiter; Swedish: heder

hagala

PGmc: *hagla- ‘hail’

Swedish/Dutch: hagel
German: Hagel

words as in table 6 have been paired in table 7 with their Old Norse/Old
Swedish and Old Saxon/Old High German counterparts.
A small note regarding the dating of these language periods: Jan de Vries
dates Old High German from 600 to 1100. According to him, 825–1520
constitutes the Old Swedish period, which means it extends after the thir
teenth century, in which the later medieval epenthesis began occurring.
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Table 7. Early Runic epenthetic vowels in marked sonority sequences and their realisations
in Old Norse, Old Swedish, Old High German and Old Saxon
Word forms from the later medieval language stages are based on the following works:
madali: de Vries 1962, 376, Kroonen 2013, 358, Hellquist 1957, 674 f.; gisali and a[n]sugisalas:
Hellquist 1957, 283, Kroonen 2013, 179; segun: de Vries and Tollenaere 2004, 449, Ernby
2008, 590 f.; harabanaʀ: de Vries 1962, 250, Kroonen 2013, 240; hᴀborumʀ: Kroonen 2013,
197 f., Ernby 2008, 238, Hellquist 1957, 327; hederᴀ and hᴀiderᴀ: de Vries 1962, 215; hideʀ:
Kroonen 2013, 200, de Vries 1962, 217; hagala: Kroonen 2013, 199, Ernby 2008, 232.

Early Runic

Old Norse/Old Swedish

Old High German/Old Saxon

madali

ON: mál
OSw: māl

OHG: madal
OS: mathal

gisali,
a[n]sugisalas

ON: gísl
OSw: gīsl

OHG: gīsal
OS: gīsal

segun

ON: signa (verb)
OSw: sighna (verb)

OHG: segan, seganon (verb)
OS: segnon (verb)
(Modern German:
Segen [noun], segnen [verb])

harabanaʀ

OHG: (h)raban
ON: hrafn
OSw: Rafn/Rampn (name) OS: raƀan

hᴀborumʀ

ON: hafr ‘billy goat’
(cf. hafri ‘oat’)
(cf. OSw: hafre)

OHG: haboro
OS: haƀoro

hederᴀ/hᴀiderᴀ

ON: heðra

?

hideʀ

ON: heiðr

OHG: heitar
OS: hēdar

hagala

ON: hagl
OSw: haghl

OHG: hagal
OS: hagal

Norstedts etymologiska ordbok (Ernby 2008) also terminates the Old Swed
ish period at 1520. Nevertheless, because all Old Swedish standard forms
found in the etymological dictionaries are without epenthesis, one can
assume that these forms are based on the dominant forms before the
development of later medieval epenthesis and are therefore pertinent in
this comparison (de Vries 1962, 1280; Ernby 2008, i).
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Old High German preserved the epenthetic vowel as the dominant form
in all cases, while Old Saxon did so in six of seven words. Meanwhile, the
dominant Scandinavian forms of the time do not feature epenthesis. (The
cluster in maþla- has disappeared in Old Norse and Old Swedish mál/
māl through later sound changes.) In summary, the difference between
German and Scandinavian Early Runic epenthesis can also be seen in the
different paths taken after the Early Runic period. Neither Scandinavian
epenthesis in unmarked clusters (e.g. wolafʀ ‘wolf’), nor sporadic epen
thesis in marked clusters ever became dominant in Scandinavia in the Old
Nordic period, in contrast to the developments in the medieval West Ger
manic dialects in what is now Germany.
We hypothesise that Scandinavian runic epenthesis did not develop
any further because it did not serve to facilitate the pronunciation of con
sonant clusters. There was more reason for the German tendency towards
epenthesis to evolve and continue to exist as it served to repair marked
sonority sequences. Therefore, German epenthesis may have been more
viable, and more likely to survive and develop into a phonologised part
of the language. The new wave of Scandinavian epenthesis in the later
Middle Ages likewise served as a way to tackle the problem of marked
sonority sequences, and it too survived and evolved into the dominant,
phonologised form. Note that Danish did not apply epenthesis to clusters
that were no longer marked because of the lenition (softening) of con
sonants, such as in sejl [sail] ‘sail’ (compare also Swedish segel) or havn
[haun] ‘harbour’, which suggests that this later stage of epenthesis in
Scandinavian occurred only after Danish lenition. The problem of marked
sonority in clusters was definitively solved in Danish when such conso
nants attained the status of semivowels, which did not occur before the
thirteenth century (Bandle 1973, 70).
We hypothesise that later Scandinavian epenthesis may be related to
the large-scale influence of Low German on the mainland Scandinavian
languages during the Hanseatic period. Interestingly, Icelandic still lacks
epenthesis in many of the words we have considered, such as hrafn
‘raven’, hagl ‘hail’ and Gísli (a name).

Conclusion
The aim of this study was to make a closer investigation of runic epenthesis
and to determine its geographic and temporal distribution and the factors
which governed the appearance of the vowels in a given word. Until now
runologists have generally treated epenthesis relatively summarily, but a
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database of all epenthetic readings and their counterparts without epen
thesis in similar phonological contexts has made it possible to provide
more information. Einar Haugen correctly described the phonological
context of epenthesis as clusters with resonant /r/, /l/ or /n/. Claims
about temporal developments by Makaev and Krause, however, are
contradicted or not supported by our study. There is some disagreement
amongst runologists as to whether epenthesis was a graphic phenomenon
or actually part of the spoken language. As this study shows, epenthesis
correlated systematically with certain speech and articulation processes.
This is a strong indication that it was pronounced in speech, which
supports Williams’s (2010) assertion that attested runic forms should be
taken at face value.
Epenthesis is found in the whole of the Germanic area during the
entire Early Runic period. Everywhere in this period, however, it was a
tendency only rather than a rule. There were two centres of epenthesis.
The most notable one is the south of Scandinavia (especially southern
Sweden, part of which belonged to medieval Denmark), with epenthesis
occurring significantly more often in heterorganic clusters and being
uninfluenced by the sonority order of clusters. This region has been
characterised as the “a-region” because the majority of inscriptions use
a (or ᴀ) as the epenthetic vowel. The other centre is located in the area
of pre-Old High German, where epenthesis served as a way of repairing
consonant clusters with a marked sonority sequence irrespective of the
heterorganity of the consonants involved. This contrast corresponds to
Nancy Hall’s typology, which distinguishes between “intrusive vowels”
and “epenthetic vowels” respectively. The more peripheral Norwegian
regions conform to the Scandinavian type of epenthesis, while epenthesis
in Anglo-Frisian cannot be clearly classified.
Junko Itô’s theory of epenthesis as a way of facilitating syllabification
cannot be maintained for the Early Runic instances of epenthesis. Runic
epenthesis does not seem to be associated with syllabification.
One of the more difficult problems concerning Early Runic epenthesis is
its vowel quality, which to a great extent remains a mystery. In southern
Scandinavia a (or ᴀ) was the most common epenthetic vowel. Only in
clusters with a marked sonority sequence did o and e appear as epenthetic
vowels. In Germany, the vowels u and a compete, while the Anglo-Frisian
materials evince instances only with u and i.
The tendency towards epenthesis seems to have developed differently
in Germany and Scandinavia. The German, syllable-repairing epenthesis
was headed to become the dominant, phonologised form in Old High Ger
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man as well as Old Saxon (and Old Low Franconian). Scandinavian Early
Runic epenthesis was never as successful, although, interestingly enough,
a new wave of epenthesis developed in Scandinavia around 1250. This
development, which broke up marked clusters, became phonologised in
the modern Scandinavian varieties (but not Icelandic, except for -ur as in
hestur). Because of the similarities between this epenthesis and German
epenthesis, and its difference from the older Scandinavian process, we
consider that Low German-Scandinavian language contact may have
been a major cause of this new development.
We hope with this study to have shed some light on runic epenthesis.
Many questions have been answered, but some remain. How can we
explain the difference in the epenthetic vowels which were employed?
What influence does marked sonority order have on the epenthetic
vowels in Scandinavia, causing them to be other than a? To which of the
two Early Runic types does Anglo-Frisian epenthesis belong? Using our
study as a starting point, we hope that other runologists and linguists may
wish to seek answers to these questions.
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Appendix: Database
On the following pages, our database will be presented in printed format.
As explained in the article, this database consists of all cases of runic
epenthesis from the period A.D. 200–800, supplemented by all runic
words with a potentially epenthesis-inducing cluster (with an /r/, /l/ or
/n/). The majority of these cases are found in the Runenprojekt Kiel data
base corpus, though a small number has been added from secondary liter
ature. Readings and interpretations found in the secondary literature have
been indicated with initials in parentheses in the database:
(F)
(L)
(K)
(V)
(W)

= Findell 2012
= Looijenga 2003
= Knirk 2011
= Versloot, forthcoming
= Waxenberger 2011
Explanation of columns

Inscription: Name of the inscription. The object descriptions from the
Kiel database are given (translated into English) when there are a number
of inscriptions with the same find-site and name.
Reading: The transliteration of the individual word in the inscription as
given in the Kiel database or in secondary literature. These readings have
been adapted to fit the runic notation used in Futhark.
Consonant cluster or epenthesis: The epenthetic vowel or epenthesisinducing cluster has been underlined. For the sake of clarity, the in
scriptions have been normalised slightly and partly interpreted in a few
places according to the interpretations found in the Kiel database or in
secondary literature. A slash has been placed between alternative inter
pretive readings, which have been enclosed within square brackets, e.g.,
husi[w/b]ald.
E? = Epenthesis?: Y = yes, N = no.
V = Epenthetic vowel: For simplicity, ᴀ and a have been generalised
into a.
Homorg./Heterorg. = Homorganity or heterorganity (of the conso
nant cluster): As mentioned in the article, coronals have been grouped
together, so /n/, /r/, /l/, /t/, /d/, /þ/ and /s/ are homorganic.
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Sonority sequence: Unmarked sonority, as opposed to marked sonority
sequence of the consonant cluster. As described in the article, this column
is a combination of two factors: (1) the rising, falling or level sonority se
quence of the cluster, (2) the initial, medial or final position of the cluster.
Lexical elements in compounds have been treated as discrete lexical
elements. Rising sonority is unmarked in initial position, falling is un
marked in medial and final position. Level sonority has been considered
unmarked in all contexts.
Region: See the article (“Geographical distribution”, particularly pp.
33–33) for more details.
Dating: Datings based on the Kiel database, complemented by those of
Wolfgang Krause (1971) and Tineke Looijenga (2003), and in two individual
cases of James Knirk (2011) or Elmar Seebold (1990). Abbreviations in
parentheses specify the source.
not specified: dating from the Kiel database
(Kr) = Krause 1971
(K) = Knirk 2011
(L) = Looijenga 2003
(S) = Seebold 1990
M = Median year (if the dating is an interval).
S? = Syllabifiable?: “Syllabifiableness” level, showing how easily syllab
ification could occur in these consonant clusters. See the article (“Itô and
syllabification”, pp. 39 f.) for more details.
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Reading

hḷaiwidaʀ

wo∗gt (L)

madali

þirḅijạʀ

segun

arsiḅoda

hᴀiderᴀ

hᴀidʀ

ᴀrᴀgeu

bᴀrutʀ

fᴀlᴀhᴀk

hᴀerᴀmᴀlᴀusʀ

uþᴀrᴀbᴀsbᴀ

hlaiwa

hṇab∗̣das

wildum (L)

Inscription

Amla

Arlon

Bad Ems

Barmen

Bezenye B

Bezenye B

Björketorp

Björketorp

Björketorp

Björketorp

Björketorp

Björketorp

Björketorp

Bø

Bø

Brandon

wildum (L)

hnab∗das

hlaiwa

uþᴀrᴀbᴀs[p]ᴀ

hᴀerᴀmᴀlᴀusʀ

fᴀlᴀhᴀk

bᴀrutʀ

ᴀrᴀgeu

hᴀid[r]

hᴀiderᴀ

arsiboda

segun (F)

þirbijaʀ

madali (F)

worgt (L)

hlaiwidaʀ

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

u

Y

a
a

Y
Y

N

N

–

–

–

a

Y

N

a

Y

a

–

N

Y

e

Y

–

–

N

N

a

–

–

Y

N

N

E? V

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

marked

marked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

heterorg.

homorg.

homorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.
M

565

625

550

550

c. 500 (Kr)

c. 500 (Kr)

800

500

500

650–700 (Kr) 675

650–700 (Kr) 675

650–700 (Kr) 675

650–700 (Kr) 675

650–700 (Kr) 675

650–700 (Kr) 675

650–700 (Kr) 675

540–560

540–560

400–450 (Kr) 425

540–590

610–640

450–500 (Kr) 475

Dating

Anglo-Frisia 750–850 (L)

W. Norway

W. Norway

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

Germany

Germany

W. Norway

Germany

Germany

W. Norway

Region

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

S?
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Reading

frifridil

hroʀaʀ

hroʀeʀ

oṛte

fṛohila

gotnᴀ

bormoþᴀ

ẉᴀrb

∗ịsurḳị

ẉiltiʀ

haraʀaʀ

writu

witr∗

æniwulufu (L)

hronæsban (L)

wraet

Inscription

Bülach

By

By

Futhark 6 (2015)

By

Darum I

Eggja (1)

Eggja (1)

Eggja (1)

Eggja (2)

Eggja (3)

Eidsvåg

Eikeland

Fælleseje

Folkestone

Franks Casket

Freilaubersheim
wraet

hronæsban (L)

æniwulufu (L)

witr[o/iŋ]

writu

haraʀaʀ

wiltiʀ

misurki

wᴀr[p]

bormoþᴀ

gotnᴀ

frohila

orte

hroʀeʀ

hroʀaʀ

frifridil

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

–

N

–
a
–

N
Y
N

N

N

Y

–

–

u

–

–

N

N

–

–

–

N

N

N

–

–

N

N

–

–

N

N

E? V

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

heterorg.
homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

homorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.

650

650

650

650

650

500

?–390?

560–590

540–590

565

725

650

< 390

575

450–500 (Kr) 475

600–700

600–700

600–700

600–700

600–700

440–560

550–600 (Kr) 575

550–600 (Kr) 575

Anglo-Frisia 700–750 (L)
Germany

625

M

550–600 (Kr) 575

610–640

Dating

Anglo-Frisia c. 650 (L)

Danish Isles

W. Norway

W. Norway

W. Norway

W. Norway

W. Norway

W. Norway

W. Norway

Jutland

E. Norway

E. Norway

E. Norway

Germany

Region

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

S?
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–
–
–

N
N
N

kelba (K)
wagnijo
wagnijo
swarta

holtijaʀ

horna

ịglu∗

agilaþruþ

...ẹþro

ḥᴀþuwolᴀfᴀ

þrịa

alfï

erafaʀ (K)

kelba (K)

∗agni∗o

∗agni∗o

swạrṭạ

hᴀeruwulafiʀ

Gallehus

Gallehus

Gomadingen

Griesheim

Gudme I

Gummarp

Gummarp

Hammeren A

Hogganvik

Hogganvik

Illerup
(lance head 1)
Illerup
(lance head 2)
Illerup
(shield handle 1)

Istaby
hᴀeruwulafiʀ

erafaʀ (K)

alfi

þria

hᴀþuwolᴀfᴀ

...eþro

agilaþruþ (L)

iglu∗

horna

holtijaʀ

hlewagastiʀ

Y

a

–

–

N

N

–

N

a

a

Y

Y

–

–

N

N

–

–

N
N

–

–

N

N

u

hlewagastiʀ

Y

Gallehus

þuruþhild

þuruþhild

E? V

Friedberg

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

Reading

Inscription

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

marked

marked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

homorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.

S. Sweden

Jutland

Jutland

Jutland

W. Norway

W. Norway

Trøndelag

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

Danish Isles

Germany

Germany

Jutland

Jutland

Jutland

Germany

Region

200

200

200

375

375

?

600

600

275

550

550

425

425

425

575

M

600–650 (Kr) 625

160–240

190–210

190–210

c. 375 (K)

c. 375 (K)

?

c. 600 (Kr)

c. 600 (Kr)

160–390

540–560

530–570

400–450

400–450

400–450

550–600

Dating

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

S?
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Futhark 6 (2015)
a
–
–

Y
N
N

hagala
a[n]sugisalas

worumalaib[a/aʀ]
glïaugiʀ
klefi[lþ/h]
[w]rait

harabanaʀ

harabanaʀ

waritu

þrawijan

aljamarkịʀ

hagalạ

asugisalạs

slag̣inaʀ

∗∗∗∗̣∗∗

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗̣

glïaugiʀ

ḳlefị∗∗̣

urait

Järsberg

Järsberg

Järsberg

Kalleby

Kårstad

Kragehul
(lance shaft)
Kragehul
(lance shaft)

Möjbro

Myklebostad

Myklebostad

Neudingen/Baar
(bow-fibula)
Neudingen/Baar
(piece of wood)

Nebenstedt I

a

Y

aljamarkiʀ

warᴀit

Istaby

hl[ai/e]wa

slaginaʀ

þrawijan

waritu

harabanaʀ

harabanaʀ

warᴀit

hᴀþuwulafʀ

a

Y

–
–

N

–

N
N

u

–

N

Y

–

N

a

a

Y

Y

a

a

Y

Y

a

hᴀþuwulafʀ

Y

Istaby

hᴀriwulafa

hᴀriwulafa

E? V

Istaby

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

Reading

Inscription

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

marked

homorg.
homorg.

marked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

heterorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.

Germany

Germany

Germany

W. Norway

W. Norway

Svealand

Danish Isles

Danish Isles

W. Norway

E. Norway

Värmland

Värmland

Värmland

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

Region

M

510–540

560–640

400–500

c. 400 (Kr)

c. 400 (Kr)

400–700

400–500

400–500

c. 450 (Kr)

c. 400 (Kr)

525

600

450

400

400

550

450

450

450

400

500–550 (Kr) 525

500–550 (Kr) 525

500–550 (Kr) 525

600–650 (Kr) 625

600–650 (Kr) 625

600–650 (Kr) 625

Dating

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

S?
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talgidai
harkilaʀ

ḅirl∗

talgidạ∗

harkilaʀ

duḷþ

birg

birgŋgu

ụilald

aïlrun

aodliþ

gisali

urait

hᴀriẉulfs

wakraʀ

wraita

ḥ∗ᴀ̣hᴀhᴀukR

Nordendorf II

Nøvling

Nydam
(scabbard mount)

Oberflacht

Oettingen

Opedal

Overhornbæk II

Pforzen (buckle)

Pforzen (ring)

Pforzen (ring)

Pforzen (ring)

Rävsal

Reistad

Reistad

Rickeby
hlᴀhᴀhᴀukʀ

wraita

wakraʀ

hᴀriwulfs

[w]rait

gisali (F)

aodli[n]þ

aïlrun

[w]ilald

birg[i]ŋgu

birg

dulþ

birlin (L)

elk (L)

el∗

Nordendorf II

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

Reading

Inscription

N

N

–

–

–

–

N

N

a

Y

–

–

N

N

–

–

N
N

–

N

–

–

N
N

–

–

–

–

N

N

N

N

E? V

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

marked

marked

homorg.
homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

homorg.

homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.

Svealand

W. Norway

W. Norway

E. Norway

Germany

Germany

Germany

Germany

Jutland

W. Norway

Germany

Germany

Jutland

Jutland

Germany

Germany

Region

575

575

300

205

565

565

M

750

585

585

585

565

500

590–640

615

450–500 (Kr) 475

450–500 (Kr) 475

c. 750 (Kr)

560–610

560–610

560–610

540–590

440–560

400–450 (Kr) 425

550–600 (L)

560–590

290–310

200–210

540–590

540–590

Dating

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

S?
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Reading

hraʀ̣aR

∗ṛilu

talgida

husị∗alḍ

hᴀborumʀ

hederᴀ

hideʀ

ᴀrᴀgeu

bᴀriutiþ

felᴀ̣ḥeka

hᴀriwolᴀfʀ

hᴀþuwolᴀfʀ

herᴀmᴀlᴀsᴀʀ

hḷe

amelkud

nᴀhli

Inscription

Rö

Sievern

Skovgårde

Futhark 6 (2015)

Steindorf

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stentoften

Stetten

Strand
nᴀhli

amel[k/g]u[n]d

hle

herᴀmᴀlᴀsᴀʀ

hᴀþuwolᴀfʀ

hᴀriwolᴀfʀ

felᴀheka

bᴀriutiþ

ᴀrᴀgeu

hide[r]

hederᴀ

hᴀborumʀ

husi[w/b]ald

talgida

wri[t]u

hraʀaʀ

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

a
a
a

Y
Y
Y

N

N

N

–

–

–

a

a

Y

Y

a

Y

e

Y
e

o

Y

Y

–

–

–

–

N

N

N

N

E? V

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

marked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

marked

marked

marked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

heterorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.
c. 400 (Kr)

Dating

Trøndelag

Germany

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

Germany

Danish Isles

640–710

610–740

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

c. 650 (Kr)

540–560

200–210

Anglo-Frisia 460–490

E. Norway

Region

675

675

650

650

650

650

650

650

650

650

650

650

550

205

475

400

M

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

S?
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heldaʀ

walhakurne

wurte

∗eþro

dohtriʀ

arbija

arbijano

witadahalaiban

worahto

þṛijoʀ

hagustald∗ʀ

rḥọᴀlṭʀ

Tjurkö I/Målen

Tjurkö I/Målen

Tjurkö I/Målen

Tørvika B

Tune

Tune

Tune

Tune

Tune

Tune

Valsfjord

Vatn
[rh/hr]oᴀl[d]ʀ

hagustaldaʀ

þrijoʀ

worahto

wita[n]dahalaiban

arbijano

arbija

dohtriʀ

heþro

wurte

walhakurne

heldaʀ

walhakurne

walhakurne

leþro

Tjurkö I/Målen

leþro

Strårup

si[g]lis

w[o/u]lþuþewaʀ

siklis

Strand

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

Thorsberg (chape) wlþuþewaʀ

Reading

Inscription

–
a

N
Y

N

N

N

–

–

–

a

–

N

Y

–

–

N
N

–

N

–

–

N
N

–

–

–

–

N

N

N

N

E? V

homorg.

homorg.

homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
heterorg.

marked

marked

homorg.

homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

homorg.
homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

marked

marked

Sonority
sequence

homorg.

heterorg.

homorg.

homorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.

Trøndelag

Trøndelag

E. Norway

E. Norway

E. Norway

E. Norway

E. Norway

E. Norway

W. Norway

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

S. Sweden

Jutland

Jutland

Trøndelag

Region

c. 700 (Kr)

c. 400 (Kr)

200–400

200–400

200–400

200–400

200–400

200–400

460–490

440–560

440–560

440–560

440–560

160–240

320–410

640–710

Dating

700

400

300

300

300

300

300

300

475

500

500

500

500

200

365

675

M

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

S?
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–
–

N
N

hleuno
haribrig
alirgu[n]þ
writu

hlẹuno

haribrig

a∗∗̣rguþ

writ∗∗̣

adujislu (L)

æmluþ (L)

æmluþ (L)

helipæ (L)

aluwalud∗ (L)

Vimose (plane)

Weimar
(bow-fibula A)
Weingarten
(s-fibula I)
Weingarten
(s-fibula I)

Westeremden A

Westeremden B

Westeremden B

Whitby I

Whitby I

aluwaluda (L/W)

helipæ (L)

æmluþ (V)

æmluþ (L)

adujislu (L)

–

N

wagnijo

∗agni∗o

u
i
u

Y
Y

–

N
Y

–

–

–

N

N

N

–

Vimose
(lance head)

N

flagda

flagda

E? V

Vetteland

Consonant cluster
or epenthesis

Reading

Inscription

unmarked

unmarked

heterorg.
homorg.

unmarked

marked

homorg.

heterorg.

marked

unmarked

heterorg.
homorg.

unmarked

unmarked

unmarked

marked

unmarked

Sonority
sequence

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

heterorg.

Homorg./
Heterorg.

?

510–560

510–560

510–540

210–260

210–260

c. 350 (Kr)

Dating

Anglo-Frisia 600–700 (L)

Anglo-Frisia 600–700 (L)

Anglo-Frisia 750–800 (S)

Anglo-Frisia 750–800 (S)

Anglo-Frisia

Germany

Germany

Germany

Danish Isles

Danish Isles

W. Norway

Region

650

650

775

775

?

535

535

525

235

235

350

M

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

S?
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